Need taxi call: (407) 492-8888
Please visit our website: www.platinumtransportation.com

Maingate Resort & Spa
7300 W Irlo Bronson Memorial Hwy
Kissimmee, FL 34747
407-396-7300
COURTESY SHUTTLE SCHEDULE - EFFECTIVE revised 06/01/15
Please see Guest services to pay and obtain a voucher. Guest will not be allowed to ride shuttle without voucher.

Shuttle departs hotel at:
07:40 a.m.
09:30 a.m.
09:30 a.m.
10:35 a.m.

Epcot Center®
Sea World®
Universal Studios®
Epcot Center®

Return Shuttle departs theme parks at:
07:45 p.m.
08:00 p.m.
10:15 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

Universal Studios® (LANE 85)
Sea World®
Epcot Center® (LANE 49)
Ticket Transportation Center (LANE C-34)

*SHUTTLE PRICE PER PERSON TO UNIVERSAL $ 15.00 & SEA WORLD IS $13.00 ROUND/TRIP*
*Hotel or Platinum Transportation Inc does NOT provide complimentary transportation to or from Disney®
Special events such as “Not so scary Halloween”®, “Mickey’s very Merry Christmas Party”®, etc. Please consult
Platinum Transportation Inc for alternative options. The shuttle buses have GPS tracking system for accurate
departure times. The shuttle departs promptly at scheduled time. Please be at the bus stop at least 10 minutes prior to
departure time. Shuttle operates on the first come first serve basis. Seats are limited. Standing room is allowed on the
buses up to the white line. Wheelchair accessible reservations must be made 24 hours in advance. This transportation is
complimentary and carrying no cash value. Neither Platinum Transportation Inc. nor your hotel will be held responsible for
any missed pickups. No reimbursement for alternative transportation. Groups of 10 or more MAY NOT use the shuttle.
Please contact the dispatcher for alternative options. Smoking, food or drinks are prohibited at all times. Luggage other
than handbags or strollers is not allowed on the shuttle. Pets are prohibited from riding the shuttle unless needed for
medical assistance. Due to heavy traffic, shuttle may have a possible delay. Contact the dispatcher if shuttle is delayed
more than 20 minutes. Before boarding the shuttle please present room key to the driver. Platinum Transportation Inc. is
not responsible for any items left behind. This document is protected by copyright laws and contains material proprietary
to the Platinum Transportation Inc.

